The chemical composition of the Sun is an essential piece of reference data for astronomy, cosmology, astroparticle, space and geophysics: elemental abundances of essentially all astronomical objects are referenced to the solar composition, and basically every process involving the Sun depends on its composition. This article, dealing with the intermediate-mass elements Na to Ca, is the first in a series describing the comprehensive re-determination of the solar composition. In this series we severely scrutinise all ingredients of the analysis across all elements, to obtain the most accurate, homogeneous and reliable results possible. We employ a highly realistic 3D hydrodynamic model of the solar photosphere, which has successfully passed an arsenal of observational diagnostics. For comparison, and to quantify remaining systematic errors, we repeat the analysis using three different 1D hydrostatic model atmospheres (marcs, miss and Holweger & Müller 1974) and a horizontally and temporally-averaged version of the 3D model ( 3D ). We account for departures from LTE wherever possible. We have scoured the literature for the best possible input data, carefully assessing transition probabilities, hyperfine splitting, partition functions and other data for inclusion in the analysis. We have put the lines we use through a very stringent quality check in terms of their observed profiles and atomic data, and discarded all that we suspect to be blended. Our final recommended 3D+NLTE abundances are: log Na = 6.21 ± 0.04, log Mg = 7.59 ± 0.04, log Al = 6.43 ± 0.04, log Si = 7.51 ± 0.03, log P = 5.41 ± 0.03, log S = 7.13 ± 0.03, log K = 5.04 ± 0.05 and log Ca = 6.32 ± 0.03. The uncertainties include both statistical and systematic errors. Our results are systematically smaller than most previous ones with the 1D semiempirical Holweger & Müller model, whereas the 3D model returns abundances very similar to the full 3D calculations. This analysis provides a complete description and a slight update of the results presented in Asplund, Grevesse, Sauval, & Scott (2009) for Na to Ca, and includes full details of all lines and input data used.
Introduction
The chemical composition of the Sun is a fundamental yardstick in astronomy. Essentially all analyses of the elemental abundances of planets, stars, and interstellar/intergalactic medium are referenced to the corresponding solar values. Such analyses produce [X/H] values that measure differences in the abundances of species X relative to the Sun. Converting those values to the absolute abundances needed for e.g., modelling stellar and galactic chemical evolution requires knowledge of the absolute solar composition. Having the most accurate possible estimation of the solar chemical composition is therefore of fundamental importance to all areas of astronomy, from studies of the planets of our own solar system to the most distant and ancient galaxies. The importance of having reliable determinations of the solar elemental abundances thus cannot be overstated. Over the years, several studies have been devoted to characterising the complete solar chemical composition, from the pioneering efforts of Russell (1929) , Suess & Urey (1956) and Goldberg et al. (1960) to the more recent works of Anders & Grevesse (1989) , Grevesse & Sauval (1998) , Lodders (2003) , Asplund et al. (2005) , Lodders et al. (2009) and Asplund et al. (2009) .
Unfortunately, solar abundances cannot be determined directly from the solar spectrum: the spectrum is observed, but abundances are inferred from it with modelling. This deduction involves many ingredients, all of which must be incor-porated into the analysis in a realistic manner in order to achieve trustworthy results. These ingredients include the input atomic and molecular physics, models of the solar/stellar atmospheres and spectral line formation. For modelling late-type stars like the Sun, a particular challenge arises from the fact that the convection zone extends to the surface and thus into the spectrum-forming region. As convection is an inherently multidimensional and dynamic phenomenon, to model the process and its interaction with the emergent radiation field in a realistic manner requires the use of 3D hydrodynamic simulations and radiative transfer calculations (Asplund 2005) . The first attempts at this were carried out by Dravins & Nordlund (1990) , but computational constraints meant that it was some time before simulations reached a level of accuracy adequate for abundance analysis (see e.g. Nordlund et al. 2009 ).
This article is the first in a series providing the best possible determination of the solar chemical composition. In this series we use state-of-the-art 3D atmospheric modelling, detailed calculations of line formation including departures from local thermodynamic equilibrium (non-LTE or NLTE; see e.g. Asplund 2005 ), the most up-to-date atomic and molecular input data available, and an extremely stringent selection of photospheric absorption lines in the solar spectrum, designed to minimise blends. In this first paper we present a comprehensive study of the solar elemental abundances of the intermediatemass elements Na to Ca. Accompanying articles deal with the Fe-peak elements Paper II) and the heavy elements Paper III) . Subsequent papers will cover carbon (Asplund et al., in preparation) , nitrogen (Sauval et al., in preparation) , oxygen (Asplund et al., in preparation) and the light elements Li, Be and B (Asplund et al., in preparation) . We presented these results in preliminary form for Li to Ca and Fe using an older 3D solar model AGS05) , and more recently for all elements with the current 3D model AGSS09) . The current series updates AGSS09 with further refinements of the atomic input data, line selection and NLTE line formation, and gives a full exposition of the ingredients, analysis techniques and results on which that paper was based.
In Sect. 2 we describe the observations used in our analysis, in Sect. 3 the solar model atmospheres, and in Sect. 4 our method for calculating abundances. We give our adopted atomic data and NLTE corrections in Sect. 5. The results for Na to Ca are contained in Sect. 6, and are followed by discussion and conclusions in Sects. 7 and 8.
Observations
We carefully analysed and measured the many lines of these elements used by Lambert & Luck (1978) and Holweger (1979) on three different disc-centre solar atlases. For lines with wavelengths λ < 1000 nm, our adopted equivalent widths are the average of the values we measured on the Jungfraujoch (Delbouille et al. 1973) and Kitt Peak (Neckel & Labs 1984 ) visible solar atlases. For 1000 < λ < 1250 nm, our equivalent widths are the average of measurements on the Jungfraujoch visible atlas and the Kitt Peak near-IR atlas (Delbouille et al. 1981) . Above 1250 nm, our equivalent widths are based exclusively on the Kitt Peak near-IR atlas. We measured our equivalent widths by directly integrating the line profiles whilst carefully accounting for any blends (i.e. in cases where small blends could be identified and accurately quantified, we did so, and did not include their contributions in our measured equivalent widths). We integrated our modelled profiles over the same spectral regions as the observed ones.
Wherever possible, we were extremely demanding with regard to the quality of the lines retained for our analysis, carefully examining the shape and full width of each line for any trace of blending. We gave each line a weight from 1 to 3, depending on the estimated uncertainty on our measured equivalent width, which was further modified in some cases to account for uncertainties in the atomic data (Sect. 5).
Solar model atmospheres and spectral line formation
Any solar or stellar abundance determination is only as accurate as its modelling ingredients. It is therefore paramount that we employ the most realistic model atmospheres possible. Here we use the same 3D hydrodynamic solar model atmosphere as in AGSS09, which was computed with a custom version of the stagger code originally developed by Nordlund & Galsgaard (1995) . In this simulation, the equations for the conservation of mass, momentum and energy were solved together with the radiative transfer equation at each time-step, for a representative 6 × 6 × 3.8 Mm 3 volume of the quiet solar atmosphere. This volume typically encompasses on the order of 10 convective granules at any given time. The total temporal extent of the solar simulation sequence we use here is about 45 min solar time, extracted in snapshots taken every 30 s from a numerically-relaxed section of the full simulation. 1 This time period covers 5-10 typical granule splitting/merger timescales. Together with the fact that ∼10 granules are simulated at a time, this ensures that our final temporally-and spatially-averaged line profiles are stable estimates of the integrated solar spectrum (Asplund et al. 2000b) .
The simulation extends far below the optical surface (log τ Ross > 7 at the bottom boundary), with the upper boundary located sufficiently far away from the region in which the lines we use are formed that numerical boundary effects do not influence our results. The top and bottom boundaries are open, and periodic boundary conditions are imposed in the horizontal directions. The mesh is Cartesian with a numerical resolution of 240 3 , with an equidistant horizontal spacing and a vertical depth scale optimised to resolve regions of steepest temperature gradients near the surface. Atmospheric variations on scales smaller than the grid spacing have very little impact on the resultant line profiles. Results from a precursor to the stagger code were shown to be essentially converged already at resolutions of 100 × 100 × 82 (Asplund et al. 2000a) . A similar convergence study with modern solar surface simulations is in progress (Collet et al., in prep.) , but a recent comparison with two other state-of-the-art simulations carried out at different resolutions to our own (Beeck et al. 2012) showed very good agreement between all three codes, indicating that the current resolution is indeed quite sufficient for abundance analysis. The main reason for this is that the spectral line formation is heavily biased towards the upflows, which are divergent flows where turbulence and thus small-scale motions are less important (Asplund et al. 2000a ). 1 Our relaxation process ensures flux constancy with height, a converged effective temperature, no drifts in the bottom boundary inflows, a nearly hydrostatic vertical stratification, and minimal p-mode amplitude (we extracted extraneous energy from the simulation by damping radial p modes during the relaxation phase). We also iteratively recomputed the opacity binning during the relaxation, based on the new τ-and time-averaged atmosphere, in order to ensure convergence of the radiative transfer scheme (cf. Sect. 2.4 of Trampedach et al. 2013 ).
To describe the full monochromatic opacity variation as accurately as possible, during the simulation the radiative transfer was solved for 12 opacity bins sorted in both wavelength and opacity strength (Nordlund 1982; Pereira et al. 2013; . The mean stratification and rms variations of our 3D solar model can be found in Table 1 as a function of optical depth at a wavelength of 500 nm (τ 500 nm ). Here all averages and rms variations are calculated over surfaces of common τ 500 nm , as described in Pereira et al. (2013) .
For calculating 3D spectral line formation, we interpolated the original 3D solar simulation to a finer vertical depth scale by ignoring the optically thick lower part, similar to what is done for each time-step during the 3D hydrodynamic simulation to compute the radiative heating and cooling rates; although atmospheric variations on scales smaller than the 3D simulation have little impact on resulting line profiles, working from a finer vertical grid aides in obtaining a stable numerical solution to the radiative transfer equation. We also downsampled the simulation horizontally for computational speed. We have checked that the former procedure removes numerical noise without adding systematic effects, and that the horizontal downsampling has no effect on the line profiles. We carried out line-formation calculations assuming LTE, i.e. we took Boltzmann and Saha distributions for the level populations and assumed the source function to be Planckian. A major advantage of a 3D analysis is that the traditional free parameters of solar and stellar spectroscopy (mixing length parameters for convection, and microand macro-turbulence for line formation) are no longer necessary (e.g. Asplund et al. 2000b ). We computed the 3D LTE line formation for 45 snapshots (i.e., every second snapshot from the original simulation sequence), which is more than sufficient to obtain statistically stable line profiles when averaging; the resulting effective temperature of these snapshots is T eff = 5778 ± 5 K, in excellent agreement with the solar value.
For the purposes of comparison, and to estimate systematic errors in our abundance results, we also performed lineformation calculations with a series of 1D model atmospheres: HM:
The widely-used, semi-empirical, 1D hydrostatic photospheric model of Holweger & Müller (1974) . We adopted only the tabulated T (τ) stratification and obtained gas pressures, densities and electron pressures from enforcing hydrostatic equilibrium using our opacity and equation-ofstate packages for the same chemical composition as the 3D model.
3D :
A mean 3D model obtained by averaging the 3D model over surfaces of equal optical depths τ 500 nm , and in time. marcs: A theoretical 1D hydrostatic model (Gustafsson et al. 1975; Asplund et al. 1997; Gustafsson et al. 2008 ) extensively used for analysis of solar-type stars.
miss:
A semi-empirical 1D hydrostatic model (Allende Prieto et al. 2001a ) obtained from a spectral inversion of Fe i and Fe ii line profiles. Essentially a modern-day, improved version of the HM model. It has a temperature structure very similar to what the HM structure would have looked like if the resolving power of the solar spectrum originally used by Holweger (1967) had been higher. For all 1D models, we adopted a microturbulence of 1 km s −1 . To ensure consistency, we performed all 1D LTE calculations using the same spectrum synthesis code as in 3D.
Finally, we have computed 1D NLTE line formation for several elements using the multi code (Carlsson 1986 ). The code relies on the same marcs package as used for the opacity and equation-of-state calculations in both the 3D solar simulation and the 3D line formation, which minimises systematic errors when applying the resulting NLTE abundance corrections to our 3D LTE abundance results to obtain our final, recommended 3D+NLTE 2 results. In many of these NLTE calculations the effect of inelastic collisions with neutral hydrogen atoms is important, but rather uncertain. Full quantum mechanical calculations have only been carried out for a few cases (e.g. Barklem et al. 2003; . In the absence of such calculations, it is common to scale the classical results of Drawin (1968) by the free parameter S H , in order to match some aspect of the available observations. In particular, the 'true' value of S H (i.e. the one that would correctly reproduce the quantum-mechanical result) varies across different elements, lines and formation environments. We comment on the most appropriate values of S H for each of the elements below.
Abundance calculations
We averaged simulated line intensity profiles over the temporal (≈ 45 min) and spatial (6×6 Mm 2 ) extent of the 3D model atmosphere, and compared the results with the observations described in Sect. 2. We inferred elemental abundances from interpolation between the equivalent widths of three theoretical profiles calculated with abundances differing by 0.2 dex.
For relevant lines, we included isotopic and hyperfine structure (HFS) in our radiative transfer calculations as a series of blending features. For isotopic structure, we distributed the total g f -value of each line amongst individual components on the basis of the abundances of the respective isotopes (Rosman & Taylor 1998) , approximating the solar isotopic composition as equal to the terrestrial composition for these elements. We included HFS as described in detail in Appendix A.
We primarily restrict our analysis to disk-centre intensity rather than flux spectra for a number of reasons.
1. Typically the lines are formed in deeper layers in intensity than in flux, and are therefore less sensitive to departures from LTE or the structure of higher atmospheric layers (which are more challenging to model than lower ones). 2. Line profiles are narrower in intensity, which makes the detection of possible blends easier but the achievement of agreement with the observed line profiles considerably more challenging; disk-centre intensity thus represents the most stringent test of the accuracy of solar spectral modelling. 3. Intensity profiles show effects of inhomogeneities far more clearly, including overall line shifts and C-shaped line bisectors (asymmetries), because of their narrower profiles and reduced range of formation depths compared to flux profiles. We exploit such features to identify small hidden blends. 4. There is no need to broaden the predicted line profiles further due to solar rotation when working in disk-centre intensity. 5. Several extremely high-quality solar intensity atlases are available in both the optical and IR. 6. Computational speed; our solar abundance analysis in this series encompasses all elements and several molecules, resulting in a total of over 3000 spectral lines.
Error estimations
Using the results from the different 3D and 1D model atmospheres, we attempted to quantify three systematic errors that might be present in our final abundance determinations: errors due to the mean temperature structure, atmospheric inhomogeneities, and departures from LTE. We estimated the uncertainty associated with the mean temperature structure to be half the difference between the 3D and HM results. We took the error due to the impacts of inhomogeneities to be half the difference between the 3D and 3D results. The systematic uncertainty due to NLTE corrections we estimated as half of the predicted NLTE correction, bearing in mind the dependence of NLTE corrections on the poorly-known efficiency of inelastic H collisions. Where this error term was less than 0.03 dex, we simply took 0.03 dex as an estimate of the minimum uncertainty, given how much even a computed NLTE correction of zero might be modified by the exact choice of input data. As per AGSS09, we added these three uncertainties in quadrature to obtain the total systematic error. For species exhibiting many usable spectral lines, to obtain the total uncertainty on the mean abundance we then added this systematic error in quadrature with the statistical error, which we take to be the standard error of the mean. For species with only one or two good lines available, we instead added the systematic error in quadrature with the uncertainty stemming from the measured equivalent widths.
Atomic data and line selection
The individual transition probabilities, isotopic splittings and HFS data we have adopted are discussed in detail in the following subsections. We give our chosen spectral lines along with their excitation energies, oscillator strengths, sources of oscillator strengths, measured equivalent widths and adopted weightings in Table 2 . Our adopted HFS and isotopic data are given in Table 3 along with relevant references. Wavelengths of isotopic components come directly from relevant literature, whereas HFS components come from literature hyperfine constants A and B (cf. Appendix A). We give our adopted partition functions and ionisation energies in Table 4 . The partition functions follow Barklem & Collet (in preparation) , and agree well with values computed from NIST atomic energy levels. The ionisation energies are from the NIST data tables. We used damping constants for the collisions with neutral H atoms from Anstee & O'Mara (1995) , Barklem et al. (2000) , and Barklem (2007) where available. When these were not available we used the classical Unsöld (1955) formula with an enhancement factor of two; in most such cases the lines are weak and insensitive to the adopted broadening parameter.
Sodium
Because of its very low ionisation energy, 5.14 eV, Na is essentially Na ii throughout the photosphere. No line of Na ii is available in the solar spectrum. A few Na i lines are present, but some of these are blended and/or too strong to be considered good indicators of the solar abundance. Starting from the selection by Baumüller et al. (1998) , we avoided strong lines, selecting the five, mostly weak Na i lines listed in Table 2 .
No modern damping calculations for collisions of Na with neutral H atoms are available for our adopted lines, so we have used an enhancement factor of two relative to the classical Unsöld (1955) value, as mentioned above. As our lines are rather weak, this should not be a significant source of uncertainty.
No experimental g f -values are available for our solar lines; the theoretical results of Froese-Fischer & Tachiev (2011) are the best available data (see also the latest NIST review by Kelleher & Podobedova 2008a) . Sodium consists entirely of 23 Na, which has nuclear spin I = 3 2 and therefore exhibits HFS. Fortunately, HFS data are available for nearly all the atomic levels involved in the lines we use; the best come from Das & Natarajan (2008) , Safronova et al. (1999) and Marcassa et al. (1998) .
NLTE calculations have been performed by Lind et al. (2011) , using realistic quantum mechanical calculations by Barklem et al. (2010) for inelastic collisions with hydrogen, instead of the dubious classical Drawin (1968) formula almost always adopted in NLTE studies. Here we have extended this to include 1D NLTE computations for the HM, marcs and 3D 1D model atmospheres; we adopted the HM results for miss and 3D for the 3D case. Given the relatively small NLTE abundance corrections in 1D, we do not expect this assumption to be seriously in error (see e.g. Lind et al. 2013 for a full 3D NLTE study of metal-poor stars). Our new NLTE calculations agree well with the previous study of Shi et al. (2004) , which was based on Drawin H-collisions.
Magnesium
Although Mg ii is by far the dominant ionisation stage in the solar photosphere, a rather large number of seemingly clean and relatively weak lines of both Mg i and Mg ii are available in the solar spectrum. We took the line list of Zhao et al. (1998) as the starting point for our own line selection (see Table 2 ). We treated the last two Mg i lines of our sample as multiplets; details can be found in the notes of Table 2 . Modern damping calculations are not available for our adopted Mg i or Mg ii lines.
The g f -values for Mg i are notoriously uncertain. For all but two lines, we used theoretical values from the Opacity Project, obtained in LS-coupling ; for the other two, we took theoretical g f -values from .
For Mg ii, we mostly adopted g f -values from the recent NIST review by Kelleher & Podobedova (2008a) . These are means of two results obtained by Froese-Fisher & Tachiev (2011) using different theoretical techniques, and a third theoretical result from Siegel et al (1998) . These data should be fairly accurate, as there is very good agreement between the three different theoretical results; one is assigned a rating of 'A' and the other four 'A+' in NIST, indicating uncertainties typically better than ±0.01 dex. The oscillator strength for the 1009.2095 nm line comes from Kurucz's theoretical data . Although this dataset is generally rather inaccurate at the level of individual transition probabilities, particularly for weak transitions, in this case the g f -value should be quite reliable because the line is rather strong.
We specifically computed NLTE abundance corrections with for our chosen Mg i and Mg ii lines, for the HM, marcs and 3D 1D model atmospheres. For the 3D case we adopted the 3D result. For neutral lines, our adopted Mg atom accounts for new quantum mechanical calculations of inelastic Mg+H collisions (Barklem et al. 2012) ; for Mg ii we adopt the classical Drawin (1968) formula with a scaling factor of S H = 0.1. For Mg i the NLTE corrections are negligible (≤0.01 dex, as shown by Zhao et al. 1998; Abia & Mashonkina 2004; Andrievsky et al. 2010 ), whereas they are significant for Mg ii, especially for the 921.8 and 924.4 nm lines (≈−0.07 dex for disk-centre intensity). We have no lines in common with the NLTE study of Mashonkina (2013) , but her calculations confirm that departures from LTE are insignificant for Mg i in the Sun.
Aluminium
We retained seven quite weak Al i lines (Table 2) . We note that Al is essentially all Al ii in the solar photosphere. Accurate damping calculations are not available for Al i, but this is of little consequence for our results.
Al i transition probabilities have been discussed by Kelleher & Podobedova (2008b) . The data for our adopted lines come from theoretical calculations by the OP , under the assumption of LS-coupling.
Al consists entirely of 27 Al, which has nuclear spin I = 5 2 . Good HFS data exist for the lower levels of all Al i lines we consider, and can be found in the studies of Nakai et al. (2007) , Otto & Zimmermann (1969) and Sur et al. (2005) . In the case of the 3d 2 D 3/2 level, the value A = 99 MHz from Otto & Zimmermann (1969) was confirmed by Zhao et al. (1986) , but the measured value of B is not large enough to be statistically distinguishable from zero; we therefore set B = 0 for this level. HFS data are only available for two of the upper levels, from Belfrage et al. (1984) and .
NLTE studies for the Sun in 1D have been made by Baumüller & Gehren (1996) and by Gehren et al. (2004) for the solar flux spectrum. These works show that the NLTE corrections are very small. T. Gehren (2010, private communication) has kindly recomputed the NLTE corrections for our lines (see Table 2 ), albeit in flux and using a 1D theoretical MAFAGS-OS 3 solar atmosphere model; we adopt these as the best available estimates for our lines. In all cases the NLTE effects are very minor (<0.03 dex) and we expect them to be smaller still in disk-centre intensity. We note that quantum mechanical calculations for the rate coefficients of inelastic Al+H collisions have appeared very recently (Belyaev 2013) , but in view of the small importance of departures from LTE for Al i these should not modify our results significantly.
Silicon
Like all elements with relatively low ionisation energy, silicon is essentially Si ii in the solar photosphere, but very few good Si ii lines are available. We only kept one rather high excitation Si ii line. We also retained a sample of nine Si i lines (Table 2) . Modern damping calculations are available for all our Si lines (e.g. Barklem 2007 ) except the three longest wavelength lines; of these only the 703.4 nm line has some sensitivity to the broadening, which, as mentioned above, we adopt as Unsöld (1955) with an enhancement factor of two whenever more accurate broadening data are lacking.
We have derived accurate g f -values for the Si i lines of Table 2 from the relative transition probabilities of Garz (1973) , normalised to an absolute scale with the highly accurate, laserinduced fluorescence (LIF) lifetimes of the 4s 3 P 0,1,2 levels measured by O'Brian & Lawler (1991a . We note that many more good Si i lines are available in the near infra-red, but unfortunately only low-accuracy theoretical g f -values are available for these lines. We had to discard these lines for that reason, and also because they show rather large but uncertain NLTE effects (Shi et al. 2008) .
For the g f value of our lone Si ii line, we choose to use a mean of the experimental values of Schulz-Gulde (1969), Blanco et al. (1995) and Matheron et al. (2001) . These data were ob-tained by different techniques but agree quite well, resulting in an uncertainty of ±0.02 dex on the mean value. Shi et al. (2008) analysed the formation of a large number of Si i and Si ii lines in the solar flux spectrum. They confirmed a previous NLTE analysis of Wedemeyer (2001) and show that NLTE corrections are small for the high excitation Si i lines of our sample (≈ 0.01 dex) and negligible for our Si ii line. We have adopted the NLTE corrections of Shi et al., which however are for flux and the theoretical MAFAGS-ODF model. These data were calculated using the Drawin recipe with S H = 0.1.
Phosphorus
The eight solar P i lines we have retained are given in Table 2 . Our line selection is based on the lines used by Berzinsh et al. (1997) ; they are all weak lines in the near-IR spectrum. Accurate quantum-mechanical broadening data exist for all of our chosen P i lines.
Good g f -values are available from Berzinsh et al., who performed accurate new measurements of lifetimes with LIF, calculated theoretical branching fractions, and then combined them to obtain g f -values. Although phosphorus is entirely 31 P, with spin I = 1 2 , no HFS is observed for our adopted weak lines. To the best of our knowledge, no NLTE analysis exists for P i. However, given the weakness of all our P i lines, the very small NLTE effects found for weak S i lines, and the fact that P i should behave similarly to S i because their ionisation energies are nearly identical, we can safely base our recommended solar abundance of P on the 3D LTE result.
Sulphur
Our sample of S i lines (Table 2) consists of five weak lines and the well known, somewhat stronger, IR triplet at 1045 nm. Modern damping constants exist for the IR lines, but not for the three lines in the visible part of the spectrum (e.g. Barklem 2007) .
For the IR triplet, very accurate g f -values have been measured by Zerne et al. (1997) . For the other lines we only have theoretical values, the most recent ones from Froese-Fischer & Tachiev (2011), Zatsarinny & Bartschat (2006) and Deb & Hibbert (2008) . We adopted mean g f -values between as many of these three sources as available for each line; the level of agreement between the three sources suggests that uncertainties of these log g f -values are of order ±0.05 dex.
For all the models we consider in this paper, we have used the ATLAS9-based (Kurucz 1993 ) NLTE corrections of Takeda et al. (2005) , computed for our chosen lines in disk-centre intensity. The six weak S i lines of our sample have very small NLTE effects, whereas those for the IR triplet are rather large. We chose S H = 0.4, as this leads to the best agreement between the two groups of lines when the offsets are applied to the 3D LTE results.
Potassium
Because of its very low ionisation energy, K is essentially all K ii in the solar photosphere. However, the only useful lines in the solar spectrum for abundance derivation are K i. We retained five weak K i lines (Table 2) after examining the recent work of Zhang et al. (2006) . Modern data only exist for the impact of hydrogen collisions on the broadening of the two lines with the longest wavelengths. In AGSS09 we also included the 769.9 nm line; here we have decided to exclude this line because it is very strong, and extremely sensitive to departures from LTE.
We adopted g f -values from a number of sources. Where possible we used experimental results: either the intracavity laser measurement of , as recommended by Sansonetti 2008 , or, as per Morton (2003) , the data obtained by the hook method by , renormalised to the mean of accurate lifetimes measured by Volz & Schmoranzer (1996) and Wang et al. (1997) . For one line (580.2 nm), we used a theoretical g f -value calculated by the Opacity Project under the assumption of LS coupling, provided to Zhang et al (2006) by Keith Butler. The experimental g f -values should be reasonably accurate, the theoretical ones from the Opacity Project less so. The experimental value for the 693.9 nm line from has a stated accuracy of only 40%, but the internal abundance scatter of both our results and those of Zhang et al. (2006) , when this g f value is employed instead of the alternative theoretical one from the Opacity Project, suggests that this is likely an underestimated uncertainty.
K i lines show some HFS, as potassium consists of 93.3% 39 K, which has nuclear spin I = 3 2 . Good HFS measurements exist for all levels of the lines we derive abundances from. The most accurate data come from , Dahmen & Penselin (1967) , , Gupta et al. (1973) , Belin et al. (1975) , Sieradzan et al. (1997) and Falke et al. (2006) . We prefer the results of Falke et al. (2006) to those of Das & Natarajan (2008) for the 4p 2 P 1/2,3/2 levels, as data from the latter appear not to agree with other measurements (e.g. Refs. 21 and 22 in that paper). In AGSS09 the HFS constants for the upper and lower levels of K i were erroneously reversed; this has been remedied in the present analysis.
We computed flux and intensity NLTE corrections for the ATLAS9 model following Takeda et al. (1996) , and applied the disk-centre corrections to LTE results from each of the atmospheric models that we consider here. The flux values are in very good agreement with the recent NLTE results of Zhang et al. (2006) . We computed corrections for different values of S H , finally adopting S H = 0.4 because it produces the best agreement between different lines (Table 2 ).
Calcium
Ca has a relatively low ionisation potential, so exists mostly as Ca ii in the solar photosphere. We examined the lines used in the very complete and detailed NLTE analysis of Mashonkina et al. (2007) , ultimately retaining eleven Ca i lines and five Ca ii lines ( Table 2 ). The Ca i lines are somewhat stronger than the Ca ii lines. We do not include the inter-combination line at 657.28 nm in our sample, despite its inclusion in some past analyses, because it is formed in the outer wing of the Hα line. The permitted Ca ii lines have high excitation potentials. Except for the 824.8 nm line, which has a high transition probability, they therefore form relatively low in the atmosphere and are hence less influenced by atmospheric inhomogeneities, and possibly also by NLTE effects (although this can be offset by their comparatively small level populations). The forbidden line at 732.3 nm is formed in perfect LTE because it is a weak transition from the ground state of the dominant ionisation stage.
Modern damping constants are available for all the Ca i lines we use except 451.2 nm and 586.8 nm. These are both rather weak lines, so this should have no significant impact on the derived abundance. No such data exist for Ca ii.
Highly accurate experimental g f -values are available for the Ca i lines from and 
we relied on the choices discussed by Mashonkina et al. (2007) , with data ultimately coming from Opacity Project calculations under the assumption of LS coupling. We chose to use the g f value of Meléndez et al. (2007) for the forbidden line, taking the mean value from 4 recent theoretical results reported by those authors; the uncertainty should be of order 0.03 dex.
We have computed the NLTE abundance correction for Ca using a new Ca model atom (Lind et al. 2013 , and references therein). We calculated disk-centre intensity and flux spectra for the HM, marcs and 3D model atmosphere. As with other elements, in the absence of dedicated 3D NLTE calculations we adopt the 3D calculations as a proxy for the full 3D results. No quantum mechanical calculations for inelastic Ca+H collisions have yet been published, so we adopt S H = 0.1, as for Mg ii.
Derived solar elemental abundances
For the abundance determinations in this series of papers, we use equivalent widths measured on disc-centre solar intensity spectra (cf. Sect. 4). However, we also compared all the observed line profiles to the profiles predicted by the 3D model. In Figs. 1 and 2 we show a series of representative line profiles for the elements that we consider in this paper. Agreement between predicted and observed profiles is typically very good, showing that the 3D model is without doubt highly realistic. No 1D calculation can come close to the 3D result in terms of resemblance to the observed spectrum, even with the inclusion of ad hoc free parameters for micro-and macroturbulence. This is no surprise, as those parameters are simply designed to mimic effects of three-dimensional fluid flow, like line broadening, shifts and asymmetries arising from convective motions and oscillations in the atmosphere (e.g. Asplund et al. 2000b) . Despite the excellent agreement, some small discrepancies between the predicted 3D profiles and observed spectrum often remain. These are most typically in the line cores, and can often be attributed to NLTE effects absent in the 3D radiative transfer calculation (although we correct the actual abundances for NLTE effects a posteriori whenever possible), or to missing broadening data (as can be clearly seen in the example of the Mg i line in Fig. 1 ).
Sodium
We find a mean 3D+NLTE abundance of Na of log Na = 6.21 ± 0.01 (s.d.). The results obtained with the various 1D models described in Sect. 3 are given in Table 5 . If the total uncertainty is estimated as explained in Sect. 4.1, the solar Na abundance becomes log Na = 6.21 ± 0.04 (±<0.01 stat, ±0.04 sys).
As expected, with 1D semi-empirical models the inferred Na abundance is somewhat higher (Table 5 ) due mainly to the shallower temperature gradient (≈0.05 dex) and but also partly in view of the absence of atmospheric inhomogeneities (≈0.02 dex). As is almost always the case for both neutral and ionised species, marcs returns the lowest Na abundance, mainly because its temperature stratification is too steep, as seen by comparison with the observed solar centre-to-limb variation (Pereira et al. 2013 ).
Magnesium
Line-to-line behaviour of our Mg abundances with equivalent width is shown in Fig. 3 Fig. 1 . Example spatially and temporally averaged, disk-centre synthesised Na i, Mg i, Mg ii, Al i, Si i, P i, S i and K i line profiles (blue dashed), shown in comparison to the observed Kitt Peak FTS profile (solid green). We removed the solar gravitational redshift from the FTS spectrum, convolved the synthesised profile with an instrumental sinc function and fitted it in abundance. In some cases the observed spectra have been adjusted slightly in wavelength and continuum placements relative to the published solar atlas. The 3D line profiles shown are the 3D LTE results, whereas the quoted abundance in each panel includes the NLTE abundance correction from Table 2 . 
Wavelength (nm)
Ca ii 8248.8Å log 10 ( Ca) = 6.334 Fig. 2 . As per Fig. 1 , but for Ca i and Ca ii . Results with 1D models are given in Table 5 . The 3D result is in between the marcs-based value and those from all other 1D models. The overall impacts on the mean Mg abundance of temperature inhomogeneities and the mean temperature stratification are roughly similar, although the two species have slightly different sensitivities to the two properties.
Aluminium
Line-to-line behaviour of our Al abundances with equivalent width is shown in Fig. 4 . The 3D+NLTE abundance of Al is log Al = 6.43 ± 0.04 (±0.01 stat, ±0.04 sys). Due to its high temperature sensitivity, the derived Al i abundance with the HM model is significantly larger, but the 3D-3D difference is rather small (Table 5 ).
Silicon
Line-to-line behaviour of our Si abundances with equivalent width is shown in Fig. 5 . Our 3D+NLTE results are the following: log Si = 7.51±0.05 (s.d.; 9 Si i lines) and log Si = 7.54 (one Si ii line). Taking the mean of all lines, the final silicon abundance is log Si = 7.51 ± 0.03 (±0.01 stat, ±0.03 sys). There is a slight negative correlation between the derived Si i abundance and the line strength in the 3D case. With the exception of the low marcs-based result, all model atmospheres return very similar abundances.
The Si abundance obtained by Shi et al. (2008) was 7.52 ± 0.06, from a series of rather strong Si i lines together with two Si ii lines observed in solar flux spectra, and interpreted with a 1D theoretical model in NLTE. This is in very good agreement with our 3D+NLTE result. It is significantly larger than the value we found with the theoretical marcs model though, which should be quite similar to the one employed by Shi et al. (2008) ; this can be explained by the fact that Shi et al. used the original oscillator strengths of Garz (1973) without renormalising them to accurate lifetimes as we did.
Phosphorus
Our raw 3D result is log P = 5.41 ± 0.03 (s.d.). Including the full error budget, the final result is log P = 5.41 ± 0.03 (±0.01 stat, ±0.03 sys). As expected for such high-excitation lines, the P i results are hardly sensitive to the adopted model atmosphere, be it 1D or 3D ( Table 5 ). The P i lines span too small a range in equivalent width and excitation potential to trace any trends with any of the 3D or 1D analyses. Caffau et al. (2007b) also analysed five of our IR lines with their own 3D model: 1051.1, 1052.9, 1058.1, 1059.6 and 1068.1 nm, adopting the same g f -values as we do. After discarding the 1068.1 nm line because it implied an abundance 0.1 dex lower than the rest, their recommended value is slightly higher than ours: log P = 5.46 ± 0.04 (s.d.). In contrast, our study contains another three lines and results in no such outliers, as evident from our very small line-to-line scatter. It is not obvious what caused Caffau et al.'s discrepant result for the 1068.1 nm line, as their equivalent width for disk-centre intensity is very similar to ours. We note that their derived abundance for the 1051.1 nm line is also surprisingly large, in spite of the fact that their adopted equivalent width is identical to our measured value. These are all very weak lines, with similar excitation potentials; in our case, as expected, the measured line strengths essentially perfectly reflect the differences in transition probabilities of the lines, and the variations in strength are consistent with the inferred abundance scatter.
Sulphur
The line-to-line behaviour of our S abundances with line strength is shown in Fig. 6 . The 3D abundance derived with the NLTE corrections given in Table 2 is log S = 7.13 ± 0.03 (±0.01 stat, ±0.03 sys). The 1D models, with the exception of marcs, return values very similar to the 3D analysis, consistent with the low sensitivity to the mean temperature structure and atmospheric inhomogeneities (Table 5) . Caffau et al. (2007a) derived the solar abundance of sulphur with their own 3D model, using the IR triplet and two weaker lines that we also use (675.7 and 869.4 nm). From equivalent measurements in the solar flux atlas, after discarding the discrepant 869.3 nm line and taking into account departures from LTE estimated using a 1D model atmosphere, they found log S = 7.25 ± 0.08 (s.d.). It is not clear what caused the large differences in abundances between their two remaining weak lines and the IR triplet (0.19 dex), as the somewhat smaller equivalent widths we measure in the flux atlas are not sufficient to explain these differences. The problem cannot be attributed to erroneous g f -values either.
To investigate this further, we carried out a similar analysis using flux spectra for all of our S i lines. We obtain agreement between the results from the weak and strong lines for slightly smaller S H in flux than in intensity (S H = 0.1 rather than S H = 0.3). The mean abundance we infer for flux is log S = 7.14 ± 0.03, in excellent agreement with the intensity results and between the two groups of lines. The reasons for the internal inconsistency of the results of Caffau et al. (2007a) therefore remain unexplained.
The forbidden [S i] 1082.1 nm line has also sometimes been used as an abundance indicator. Because it is weak and originates from the ground level of S i, it is formed in LTE. Caffau & Ludwig (2007) g f -value taken from the NIST compilation, log g f = −8.617, they found a S i abundance of log S = 7.15, in agreement with their results for the weak high-excitation lines, but much smaller than the IR triplet (Caffau et al. 2007a) . We carefully rechecked the [S i] line on various solar atlases. Our equivalent widths are always noticeably larger than the value of Caffau & Ludwig (2007) : 0.30 ± 0.03 pm (intensity) and 0.36 ± 0.03 pm (flux). Furthermore, a more recent and more accurate g f -value exists from C. Froese-Fischer: log g f = −8.774
4 . With our equivalent widths and the new g f -value, the inferred abundance of Caffau & Ludwig becomes log S = 7.44, much larger than suggested by the permitted lines. We thus reject this forbidden line as most likely blended, even if we have not been able to identify a plausible perturbing line.
Potassium
Our mean solar K abundance is log K = 5.04 ± 0.07 (s.d.), which with the full error budget described in Sect. 4.1 becomes log K = 5.04 ± 0.05 (±0.03 stat, ±0.04 sys). We did not retain the very strong K i line at 769.8974 nm, because the abundance result from this line is very sensitive to uncertainties in the equivalent width and the large NLTE correction, which is of order 0.2 dex. The result from this line is however consistent with the results from the other K i lines. Not surprisingly for these rather low-excitation lines, the HM model returns a significantly larger K i abundance than in 3D, whereas the 3D-3D effects are minor.
Based on a 1D NLTE analysis, Zhang et al. (2006) derived a significantly larger solar abundance than ours: log K = 5.12 ± 0.03 (s.d.). The weak lines in common agree very well for the 1D theoretical model atmospheres. The difference in mean abundance is mainly driven by their larger values for the IR lines, and by their inclusion of the strong K i resonance line. More recently, Caffau et al. (2011) presented a 3D LTE analysis of six K i lines (including the strong 769.8 nm resonance line), to which they added the 1D NLTE abundance corrections of Zhang et al. (2006) . They obtained log K = 5.11 ± 0. 10 (s.d.) , where the large scatter is conspicuous and largely driven by the 693.8 nm line, for which they find an uncomfortably low abundance. We have not been able to reproduce their results for this line, even with their adopted equivalent width and g f -value.
Calcium
Line-to-line behaviour of our Ca abundances with equivalent width is shown in Fig. 7 . Our 3D+NLTE abundances of Ca are log Ca = 6.32 ± 0.03 (s.d.; Ca i) and log Ca = 6.32 ± 0.04 (s.d.; Ca ii). If we take all the Ca i and Ca ii lines together, we have log Ca = 6.32 ± 0.03 (±0.01 stat, ±0.03 sys), with the uncertainty calculated as described in Sect. 4.1. We note that the for- Table 5 . A summary of the NLTE results obtained in this analysis with our 3D model, and with the four different 1D models we used. The uncertainties given for the 3D results are the total errors, including statistical and systematic contributions, calculated as described in Sect. 3. For comparison, we also give the mean abundance difference between the 3D and 1D HM models, and between the 3D and 3D (mean 3D) model. Note that because all means were computed using abundances accurate to three decimal places, entries in columns 8 and 9 differ in some cases from the differences between the entries in columns 3-5. We also give our final recommended abundance and the meteoritic values (Lodders et al. 2009 , normalised to the silicon abundance determined in Paper I). bidden Ca ii line leads to an abundance consistent with the other lines (log Ca = 6.365). The 3D and 1D results are very similar, with the exception again of the marcs-based abundance, which is significantly lower (Table 5) . We have also measured the equivalent widths in the solar flux atlas, from which we have derived a solar Ca abundance in very good agreement with that for diskcentre intensity. As explained above, intensity results are more definitive.
Fluorine, Neon, Chlorine and Argon
We do not attempt full redeterminations of the solar F, Ne, Cl and Ar abundances here. Ne and Ar are noble gases lacking spectral lines of photospheric origin in the solar spectrum, so only indirect solar abundance determinations can be attempted. For Ne and Ar we adopt the recommended abundances of AGSS09, to which we refer the interested reader for details on how these values are obtained. Suitable lines of F and Cl are not present in the standard solar spectrum of the quiet Sun. Their abundances have however been estimated using IR HF and HCl lines in sunspot spectra. The solar F abundance was recently rederived by Maiorca et al. (2014;  log F = 4.40 ± 0.25) using new sunspot observations, modern sunspot modelling and, crucially, laboratory molecular data (with clarifications following Jönsson et al 2014) . The previous analysis (Hall & Noyes 1969 ) relied on theoretical molecular data, and returned an abundance 0.16 dex larger. The new abundance agrees perfectly with the meteoritic value (log F = 4.42 ± 0.06, Lodders et al. 2009; AGSS09) . A redetermination of the solar Cl abundance using similarly improved molecular data, observations and modelling has not yet been performed, with the current reference analysis now over 40 years old (Hall & Noyes 1972 , see also AGSS09). Table 6 lists the recommended present-day solar photospheric abundances of the elements F to Ca, from some of the most commonly used compilations of the solar chemical composition. It is important to bear in mind that with the exception of AGSS09, all these sources are exactly that: inhomogeneous compilations of a multitude of literature sources using different model atmospheres, line formation techniques, atomic data, computer codes and error treatments. Although these studies have received a huge number of citations, they are in most part summaries of a huge amount of work done by atomic and molecular physicists providing the necessary input data, modellers of stellar atmospheres and spectral line formation, and solar physicists and spectroscopists carefully measuring the solar spectrum. Without these inputs, none of those lauded solar abundance works (nor this series either) would have appeared. However, we draw particular attention to the fact that our work in AGSS09 is the only study in which a solar abundance analysis has been performed for all elements in a fully homogeneous manner. Furthermore, we have attempted to estimate the remaining systematic errors in detail, whereas almost all previous studies have accounted for the statistical errors only, either estimated through the standard deviation or the standard error, without consistency across different elements.
Comparison with previous solar abundance compilations
As is apparent from Table 6 , the solar abundances we recommend here are very similar to those published in AGSS09, which is hardly surprising given that this paper is an update of the relevant part of that analysis. Here we have improved some of the elemental abundances following improved NLTE calculations and the appearance of better atomic data. In some cases we have also slightly refined our line selections. Apart from F, the maximum abundance difference is for Na (−0.03 dex), Al and Ca (−0.02 dex), in all cases well within the respective estimated uncertainties. Compared with our preliminary analysis presented in AGS05, our new values are systematically higher by ∼0.05 dex, although some elements behave differently (e.g. Ca). We attribute most of this difference to the steeper temperature gradient in the older 3D solar model atmosphere employed in AGS05. However, it should be pointed out that for the elements Na to Ca, in AGS05 we relied only on published equivalent widths from Lambert and Luck (1978) rather than mea- Table 6 . Recommended present-day solar photospheric abundances for the intermediate-mass elements F to Ca, compared with oft-used solar abundance compilations: AG89 (Anders & Grevesse 1989 ), GS98 (Grevesse & Sauval 1998) , AGS05 , AGSS09 ), LPG09 (Lodders et al. 2009 Notes.
(1) Maiorca et al. (2014) ; (2) AGSS09; (3) Hall & Noyes (1972) suring equivalent widths ourselves, as we have done here. This becomes particularly important for stronger, (partly) saturated lines, where it is paramount that the observed and the predicted equivalent widths are determined in a fully consistent manner. Most solar abundances for these intermediate-mass elements have remained rather steady since the publication of the work on the solar system chemical composition by Anders & Grevesse (1989) . Some elements have seen substantial differences though, most notably F (−0.16 dex), Na (−0.12 dex) and the noble gases Ne and Ar, which rely on the rather dramatic negative revision of the solar oxygen abundance in recent years (e.g. Allende Prieto et al. 2001b; Asplund et al. 2004; Pereira et al. 2009; AGSS09) . Sulphur and potassium have also decreased significantly (−0.08 dex) relative to Anders & Grevesse (1989) , and several other elements have decreased slightly (≈−0.04 dex). This includes Si, which necessitates an overall shift in all meteoritic abundances, as they are all measured relative to Si (e.g. Anders & Grevesse 1989; Asplund 2000; AGSS09) . We note that the oft-used solar abundance compilation of Grevesse & Sauval (1998) is largely the same as Anders & Grevesse (1989) , with the main exceptions being the crucial elements C, N, O and Fe, following an empirical and rather ad hoc adjustment to the HM temperature structure to remove Fe abundance trends with excitation potential. Lodders et al. (2009) carried out a meticulous evaluation of the meteoritic abundances, but also presented photospheric abundances taken from the literature. For the intermediate elements, they systematically avoided selecting any of the recommended values from AGS05, as they argued that those abundances were too low compared to the meteoritic values on their favoured absolute scale, and that the 3D solar model was not sufficiently tested. However, they did choose to adopt the P and S abundances from the 3D analyses of Caffau et al. (2007b Caffau et al. ( , 2007a , as well as several analyses based on 1D theoretical model atmospheres that are known not to reproduce the solar temperature structure very well. As we will discuss in detail in a subsequent paper in this series, selecting photospheric results partly on the similarity with the meteoritic evidence is not advisable, and may easily prejudice findings. As shown by Pereira et al. (2009) , the 3D solar model employed in AGS05 in fact already equalled the performance of the HM model and outperformed all theoretical 1D models in all observational tests -and the improved version we use here does even better (Pereira et al. 2013 ).
Conclusions
We have presented a comprehensive determination of the solar elemental abundances of the intermediate-mass elements Na to Ca, scrutinising all ingredients in the analysis to a high degree. We have carefully scoured the literature for the best possible atomic data to use (line identifications, excitation potentials, transition probabilities, isotopic shifts, HFS, ionisation energies, partition functions, etc.). We have been extremely selective in choosing which spectral lines to employ, discarding all candidates that showed a priori deficiencies: too weak, too strong, known or suspected to be blended, or only usable with questionable atomic data. In particular, we preferred to err on the side of caution regarding blends, choosing to exclude any lines deviating from the well-known unblended "C" bisector shape (indicating undetected blending), or when the equivalent width was impossible to measure with high accuracy. Including dubious lines almost always skews results upwards due to blends, making lines appear stronger and increasing the line-to-line scatter. We gave all lines an individual weighting based on their observed profiles and available atomic data. The low abundance scatter we find points to the soundness of this strategy.
We analysed all lines using a highly realistic, timedependent, 3D, hydrodynamic model atmosphere of the solar photosphere and subsurface convection that treats the crucial radiative heating and cooling in detail using the best available continuous and line opacities. As shown by Pereira et al. (2013) , our 3D solar model has successfully passed a multitude of observational tests, demonstrating that is superior to any 1D model, theoretical or semi-empirical, and at least as good as other realistic, state-of-the-art 3D models (Beeck et al. 2012) . In particular, our ab initio 3D model outperforms the HM model in the continuum centre-to-limb variation, even though the temperature structure of the HM model was initially constructed to reproduce that key diagnostic. It is clear from Table 5 that the sensitivity of the solar photospheric abundances of Na to Ca to the actual model atmosphere is however rather modest: with the exception of the 1D theoretical marcs model, all 1D models return Na-Ca abundances typically within 0.05 dex of the 3D values. The venerable and traditionally-used HM model always yields abundances higher than those recommended here. It is reassuring that the 3D -based results are very similar to the full 3D case for these elements (≤0.03 dex difference). The full 3D effect for the Sun for these elements is thus primarily the result of a different mean atmospheric stratification to previous models, rather than the presence of atmospheric inhomogeneities. This opens the way for accurate stellar abundance determinations of these elements to be obtained in a straightforward manner with spatially-and temporally-averaged 3D models and existing 1D spectrum synthesis machinery, at least in solar-type stars. Such 3D spectrum modelling has started to be used in the analyses of observed stellar spectra (e.g. Bergemann et al. 2012 ). Further verification is needed before the same can be said for stars with significantly different effective temperatures, metallicities or surface gravities to the Sun, however.
We have accounted for NLTE effects in the line formation whenever possible. Full 3D NLTE calculations are still only available for a few elements such as Li, O, Na and Ca, for a very small number of stars (e.g. Asplund et al. 2004; Pereira et al. 2009; Lind et al. 2013) . Work is however in progress to extend this to additional elements and different stellar parameters. As a substitute, we have included NLTE abundance corrections computed with various 1D model atmospheres, in most cases carried out by ourselves but in a few cases taken from the literature. For our recommended 3D+NLTE solar abundances we have considered the departures from LTE for the spatially and temporally-averaged 3D model 3D , which should show similar behaviour to the full 3D model in this respect, due to the fact that radiative transfer primarily takes place vertically (Lind et al. 2013) . From Table 2 we see that the NLTE corrections are in any case rather small for our selected solar lines (with a few notable exceptions). We stress however that the NLTE results are a significant improvement over the pure 3D LTE results, as in many cases they remove abundance trends and decrease the abundance scatter.
We have also taken HFS into account for Na i, Al i and K i. The effect of this additional broadening turns out to be very small, resulting in final changes of <0.01 dex in the derived abundances. The main reason for this is that the lines we use from these elements are typically weak. However, the HFS does undoubtedly play a role in the shapes of the line profiles.
Finally, we have spent considerable effort quantifying not only the statistical uncertainties, but more importantly, the remaining systematic errors due to possible shortcomings in the atmospheric modelling and NLTE line formation. When relevant we have also discussed in detail the possible impact of uncertainties in the atomic data and how that may influence our recommended solar photospheric abundances. This series of articles is the first time that detailed abundances of all elements have been determined homogeneously with a 3D-based analysis, and with a proper quantitative treatment of the abundance uncertainties.
Our recommended present-day solar photospheric abundances and associated uncertainties for Na to Ca are summarised in Table 5 . We are confident that these represent a significant improvement over previous determinations, and are thus the best possible values to be used by the astronomical community at the present time. Appendix A: Hyperfine splitting
Hyperfine structure (HFS) splits the normal atomic fine-structure energy levels into sub-levels labelled by the new quantum number F, which arises from the interaction of the nuclear spin I and the total electron angular momentum J. The effective coupling is typically of the same Russell-Saunders type as occurs between L and S to produce J. Thus, F for any given fine-structure level runs through |J − I| . . . J + I − 1, J + I, and transitions between hyperfine levels are permitted if |∆F| ∈ {0, 1}, so long as F = 0 F = 0. The energies of individual HFS levels are given (e.g. Pickering 1996 ) by The first term in Eq. A.1 is the magnetic dipole interaction between electron and nucleus, and the second term is the electric quadrupole interaction. Higher multipoles can be defined, but contribute little. A and B are the HFS constants describing the respective strengths of the interactions for any given fine structure level. We thus determined wavelengths of hyperfine components from the selection rules and the energy shifts in Eq. A.1, with A and B taken directly from experimental literature (Sect. 5, where we set B to zero if only A was available for some level, and treated the level as unsplit if neither A nor B was available). The coupling is generally strong enough that the relative intensities of the components can also be computed using the coupling scheme (e.g. Morton 2003) . We determined g f -values of individual components by scaling a line's total g f via g f (I JF, I J F ) = (2F + 1)(2F + 1) 2I + 1 3) where the term in braces is the Wigner-6 j symbol, which we evaluated using the FORTRAN code of Stone & Wood (1980) 5 .
